Turbidity Curtain Anchor Systems

What are Turbidity Curtain Anchor Systems?
Floating turbidity curtains are used to contain silt and sediment in marine construction in water
applications regardless of water conditions, whether calm, moving or tidal.
However, in those bodies of water that are subject to currents, tide changes, windy conditions,
choppy water, boats or recreational activities, Anchor Systems are added in order to allow the
boom to stay in place. Typically, anchors are a requirement for any Type 2 or Type 3 Moving
Water Silt Curtain.
Enviro-USA’s Anchor Systems are completely assembled and ready to be deployed. Attaching the
anchor system to the Turbidity Curtain is as easy as clipping it on. Anchor Systems are in stock and
can be shipped with your turbidity curtain.

Enviro-USA’s Anchor Systems include:







1 each – 22, 40 or 60 lb. Danforth Type Anchor
8’ of 3/8” leader chain,
60’ of 5/8” nylon rope,
12” heavy duty marker buoy
6’ of 5/8” painter line.

Specifications
For a spec sheet please call our office at (321) 222-9551 or request the specs via e-mail.

Free Quote
For a quick quote call our manufacturing plant: (321) 222-9551 or fax us your requirements
to: (321) 206-4563.
As a manufacturer having spent a lot of time in this industry and being very familiar with
government requirements for different applications, we strive to manufacture a quality product,
appropriate for the moving water applications, while keeping cost down to a minimum. “EnviroUSA Guarantees its Quality and the Lowest Price in the USA”.
Guaranteed lowest pricing, large inventory, excellent service
These are just a few of the reasons to use Enviro USA as your dedicated supplier for anchoring
systems for silt curtains. Contact us now to speak with one of our friendly and experienced staff.
321-222-9551 M-F 8am-5pm
321-331-6430 24 Hour emergency line

